Project on Integration of Smart Technologies into Prisons (ACEP)
Services

- Videoconferencing
- Telephone Call
- Daily prisoner Count
- Petition Sending
- Canteen Shopping and Online Payment
- e-Library
- e-Doctor (Telemedicine)
- e-Letter
- Central Communication Line
Videoconferencing

• Extra video call opportunity instead of visit
• Decrease in the number of visitors
• Strengthening corporate security
• Reducing internal circulation
• Saving personnel
• Contribution to psycho-social Healing activities
Telephone Call

• Flexibility in using the phone view right
• Strengthening communication with the family
• Decreasing internal circulation
• Saving personnel
Daily Prisoner Count

• At least two counts per day
• Count with fingerprint and / or face recognition
• Reliability
• Time saving with electronic counting
• Personnel saving with electronic counting
• Elimination of complaints
Canteen Shopping and Online Payment

• Integrated with the prison canteen system and bank payment application
• Order and secure payment with fingerprint
• Instant viewing of the canteen stock
• Reducing personnel circulation and saving
• Security analysis opportunity through canteen order
Petition

- Integrated UYAP (National Jurisdiction Network Information System).
- Secure signature with fingerprint
- Instant, fast and direct forwarding of requests to the relevant unit
- Elimination of complaints regarding petitions
- Speeding up operation
- Saving personnel and time
e-library

- Ability to request a book without leaving the room / unit
- Viewing the library book inventory
- Ability to see the availability of books
- Integrated with provincial libraries
- Saving time and personnel
e-Doctor (Telemedicine)

- Online consultation with specialist doctors
- Prevention of referrals to the wrong doctor
- Online control examination facility
- Psychiatric examination opportunity
- Reducing hospital referrals
- Quick access to healthcare services at low cost
- Savings in personnel and shipping costs, contribution to safety
e-Letter

- Controlled e-letter sending
- Electronic audit facility, contribution to corporate security
- Fast and effective communication with the family
- Saving time and personnel
- Environmental application
Central Communication Line

- Written, audio or visual communication with the Ministry
- Reducing allegations of human rights violations
- Development of central information retrieval mechanism
- Contribution to dynamic security
Benefits of Project

1 – In terms of the penal institution;

• 30% personnel savings
• Employing the saved personnel in more effective security and improvement works
• Reducing internal circulation
• Increasing dynamic security
• Safer, more efficient and faster operation of the institution
Benefits of Project

2 – In terms of prisoners;

• Strengthening family relationships
• Increased willingness to comply with institutional rules
• Contribution to the rehabilitation process
• Decrease in allegations of human rights violations
• Transparency in institutional practices (petition tracking, etc.)
• Quick access to prison services
Benefits of Project

3 – In terms of relatives of prisoners:

• Ability to visit relatives of vulnerable groups (infants, children, students, employees, pregnant, disabled, etc.) without coming to the institution
• Reducing transportation costs
• Online visit opportunity to far away relatives